
Week commencing: Task:

MONDAY 13TH MARCH

Bio: Produce a cheat sheet on types of cells, specialised cells, cells, tissues and organs. (30mins)

Chem: Past paper bonding question (10mins)

Phys: Mrs Wallis’ lovely stroll task (20mins)

MONDAY 20TH MARCH 

Bio: Define photosynthesis inc. word and symbol equations. Explain limiting factors inc. 3 examples and explain 5 ways plants use glucose. (15mins)

Chem: Produce revision cards for ionic formulae and structures (15mins)

Phys: Past paper parachutist question (20mins)

MONDAY 27TH MARCH

Bio: Past paper enzymes question (15mins)

Chem: Produce two mind maps – 1) Properties of polymers 2) uses of nanoscience (30mins)

Phys: Describe the graphs provided (15mins)

MONDAY 3RD APRIL

Bio: Define aerobic and anaerobic respiration including balanced symbol equations. Describe the effects of exercise on the body. Identify problems with 
anaerobic respiration. (20mins)

Chem: Calculate masses, yields (moles,H) using questions provided. (20mins)

Phys: Practice calculations of GPE and KE and Work Done (20mins)

MONDAY 10TH APRIL
EASTER WORK

Bio: Draw diagrams of meiosis and mitosis and explain differences. Produce a mind map about stem cells including a definition and uses of therapeutic 
cloning. (20mins) 

Chem: Produce a complete set of revision cards, one for each way to increase the rate of a reaction including a sketch graph. (20mins)

Phys: Draw a car and label the safety features including detail of impact force and how injury is reduced. Explain the role of momentum in each case. 
(20mins) 

MONDAY 17th APRIL
EASTER WORK

Bio: Produce genetic diagrams for a dominant and recessive genetic disorder (you can use polydactyly and cystic fibrosis) (20mins)

Chem: Explain how you would identify an exothermic and endothermic reaction and give examples from everyday life. (15mins)

Phys: Design a model to explain current, potential difference, resistance and charge. (20mins)

MONDAY 24TH APRIL

Bio: Produce a revision card for each of the following: origins of the earth, fossil evidence, evidence and causes of extinction (15mins)

Chem: Electrolysis exam question (15mins)

Phys: Use your model to explain the rules of current and potential difference in series and parallel circuits (20mins)

TUESDAY 2ND MAY

Bio: Make a flow chart to explain speciation and the evolution of a new species (20mins)

Chem: Describe the method to make a salt by neutralisation choosing your own acid and metal oxide, include the word and balanced symbol equation 
(20mins)

Phys: Mind map nuclear fusion and fission, making the differences clear. Make a flow chart identifying key stages of medium and large stars. (30mins)

You must complete the following tasks and hand in to the teacher who taught you that subject:

SCIENCE 
HOMEWORK TASKS


